NATIONAL LAW UNIVERSITY DELHI
CENTRE FOR COMMUNICATION GOVERNANCE
Sector-14, Dwarka, New Delhi (India)

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS – CONSULTANTS
National

Law

University

Delhi

(‘University’)

through

the

Centre

for

Communication Governance (‘CCG’/‘Centre’) is seeking to engage i. Consultant
(Research) to author/ co-author research papers and policy responses for its
Civil Liberties and Technology and National Security teams ii. Consultant
(Research and Strategic Development) for a five (5) month contract.

ABOUT THE CENTRE
The Centre for Communication Governance at National Law University Delhi
(CCG) was established in 2013 to ensure that Indian legal education
establishments engage more meaningfully with information law and policy, and
contribute to improved governance and policymaking. CCG is the only academic
research centre dedicated to working on the information law and policy in India
and in a short span of time has become a leading institution in the region.
Through its Civil Liberties team, CCG seeks to embed human rights and good
governance within information policy and examine the evolution of existing rights
frameworks to accommodate new media and emerging technology. It seeks to
protect and expand freedom of speech, right to assembly and association, and
the right to privacy in the digital age, through rigorous academic research, policy
intervention, capacity building, and strategic litigation. The Technology and
National Security team aims to build a better understanding of national security
issues in a manner that identifies legal and policy solutions that balance the

legitimate security interests and national security choices with the constitutional
liberties and the rule of law.
The work at CCG is designed to build competence and raise the quality of
discourse in research and policy around issues concerning civil liberties in the
digital age, cybersecurity and global Internet governance.

ROLE
§

The Consultant (Research) will author/ co-author, edit, review research
papers, policy responses, litigation briefs, and any other publication of the
Centre. The broad issues areas are civil liberties in the digital age and
national security and emerging technology.

§

The Consultant (Research and Strategic Development) apart from the work
undertaken by the Consultant (Research) will help shape CCG’s strategic
direction and assist and advise the senior management on issues including
policy positioning and direction, staff management and growth, organizational
capacity building and structure, fundraising, and diversity.

QUALIFICATIONS
§

The Centre welcomes applications from candidates with degrees in law.

§

Preference will be given to candidates with an advance degree in law or 3+
years of PQE or with previous experience of managing grants/ working with
academic centres.

§

Strong research and writing skills are necessary.

REMUNERATION
The salary will be competitive, will commensurate with qualifications and
experience and
§

For Consultant (Research) depending on the deliverable will be within the
range of ₹ 20,000 to ₹ 50,000 per deliverable. Where the candidate

demonstrates exceptional competence in the opinion of the selection panel,
there is a possibility for greater remuneration.
§

For Consultant (Research and Strategic Development) will be within the range
of ₹ 25,000 to ₹ 50,000 per month.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
The application for Consultant (Research) will be on a rolling basis till
December 20, 2018. Interested applicants may send the following information
and materials to ccg@nludelhi.ac.in
§

Curriculum Vitae (maximum two double-spaced pages)

§

One academic writing sample of between 1000 and 1200 words (essay or
extract, published or unpublished).

Interested

applicants

for

the

Consultant

(Research

and

Strategic

Development) may send the following information and materials by October 23,
2018, to ccg@nludelhi.ac.in
§

Curriculum Vitae (maximum two double-spaced pages)

§

Contact details for two referees.

§

One academic writing sample of between 1000 and 1200 words (essay or
extract, published or unpublished).

NOTE
§

National Law University Delhi is an equal opportunity employer.

§

National Law University Delhi reserves the right not to fill these positions.

§

The position shall be paid under the grants received by the Centre for
Communication Governance at National Law University Delhi.

